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the usual notation, derive the continuity equation for a fluid flow in the

++pv:v=0.
ian coordinates, establish the equation of continuity for an incom-

ibie fluid in the form

0u 3t 1tu

aa.+ as+ az=o'
, u and u are the caxtesian componeDts of the velocity.

\(s* * 12 ,z:ry,t;xz)

velocity components of a possible fluid motion and the motion is irro-

usual notation, derive the Eulerts equation for an incompressible

fluid flow.

ihat if the fluid flow is steady the -Eulerls equo,tion catbe wtilNerL

@.'v)y: P - !Yr.
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(b) An incompressible and inviscid fluid obeying Boyle's law p:1xp, where k is a

constant, is in motion in a uniform tube of small section Prove that if p be

the density of the fluid then the velocity o at a distance o at time , in the tube

. is given by th/equation

ffi:fru,t*rta.
(c) State the Keluin ci,rculdti'on t]nelrtem.

If the velocity fieid is given O, o: ## then calculate the circulation

a.round a square with its corners at (1,0), (2,0), (2, i), (1, 1) 
]

I3. (a) Let a gas occupyihe region r I -R, where B is a function of time t, and a liouid 
I

of constant density p lie outside the gas. By assuming thai there is contacr 
I

between the gas and the liquid all the time.and that the motion is symmetric 
I

about the origin r:0, show that the motion is inotational. 
I

If the velocity at r : l?, the gas liquid boundaxy is continuous ihen show that 
I,hePressureP""';.;[#il;';T 

I
where l4l:1 and dots denote difiercntiation with respeit to time t 
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With the usuai notation, dedve the Bernoullits equationl

f d.n l -I -+ ^u.+n =constant.Jp',2
A long pipe is of length I and has slowly tapering cross section. It is iuclined

ot aE angle a to the horizontal al}d water flows steadily through it from the

upper to the lower end. The section at the upper end ha;s twice the radiw of

the lower end. At the lower end the water is delivered at atmospheric pressure

tt. Ifthe pressure at the upper end is twice atmospheric. Show that the velocity

ol delivery is
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